
Atieme Ogbolosingha for KPA Vice President 

MANIFESTO: A VOICE FOR PROGRESS 

Hello KPA, I am Atieme. 

I am running for Vice President of the KPA. In the last year, I 

have represented you as Secretary and officer trustee. My 

current role has provided me an excellent platform to 

understand the running of the KPA. I think for far too long, we 

have accepted things that could have been better. It is time to 

make bold and big changes in the KPA! I am keen to be your voice of progress in constructively 

engaging the University. We must look at the UK university sector and assess the areas Keele needs 

to catch up. As your VP, I will ask difficult questions to ensure you enjoy your studies at Keele. 

The last year has shown we can achieve a lot if we ask and initiate the right policy.  If elected, I 

will focus on the following core issues. 

1. Quality education & academic support: I will apply my experience from the last year to 

ensure postgrads get quality for their education. Any makeshift arrangement for postgrads 

will be monitored to ensure they meet student needs and the value for money. In the last 

year, I engaged other KPA officers and formulated ideas towards continuation fee waivers 

which was approved by the University. As your VP, I will champion big changes for student 

satisfaction and ensure standards are maintained. 

2. COVID-19 roadmap: The pandemic has been a mess! But our ideals and humanity are not 

messed up. I will ensure policies formulated by the university, in the light of COVID-19 

adequately captures the overall wellbeing of students. You can count on me to articulate 

your thoughts and needs as postgrads. 

3. Mental health and wellbeing services: Mental and emotional wellbeing is crucial for 

academic success. I will ensure the existing support services offered by the KPA is 

sustained. However, as your VP, I will ensure the University mental health support services 

are easily accessible by student. 

4. Promote diversity and inclusion: Can we make the KPA more visible and felt by students? 

Can strategic measures be targeted at international students to improve integration and 

inclusion? Can activities in the KPA better reflect the diversity of the student population? 

Being an international student myself, I understand the immense importance of inclusion 

for new international and local students. I will represent the diversity of our student body 

and ensure inclusivity and engagement. All students, irrespective of their backgrounds must 

have equal opportunities and I will ensure this is achieved during my time in office. 

 


